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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study is to minimize pedestrian waiting time to cross the
roundabout. This study employed an analytical hierarchy process for crossing points
at the roundabout. AHP decision making of level 1-3 micro-alternatives and its
ranking is represented in the hierarchical structure. The prime objective of producing
a combination of solutions ultimately reduces wait time <6 secs, as long waiting time
is a persisting issue. Combination of fractional solutions regarding fuzzy weights,
represents reliability, efficiency, economy, traffic literacy, optimality, and waitingtime thinning. This result to maximize the user performance on the crossing site.
Spiderweb represents commendable solutions obliged to the pedestrian crossing.
Microscopic evaluation and time thinning factor also save budget, time and serves
ease in crossing recommendations. Improved Pedestrian crossing and thinning wait
time appear in higher fuzzy weights. There are different parameters and its
combination, FHI is an uneconomical and efficient solution serves 99% pedestrian
crossing. Before microscopic evaluation in user preference survey, the parameters
combination, namely, CBAI and FHI recorded the highest and lowest performer
respectively. After microscopic evaluation in terms of Fuzzy weights of properties,
recorded that FHI and ADBI were highest and lowest performers respectively. The
fractional solutions workable as per the pedestrian’s activities in terms of trip length
at the roundabout, thus accuracy works up to the single pedestrian cross-ability and
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maximum to any number. The present research provides an all-inclusive approach to
reduce the pedestrian waiting and crossing problems at the roundabout.
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time
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1. INTRODUCTION

Waiting is intolerable than gap time (passage) crossing that lengthens the sequel of the
crossing[1]. Waiting for results in non-productive loss of time and prove inconvenient. The
speed of pedestrian usually increases while crossing, wait for long to find the translocating
passage or clearance may be an accidental threat, The cross-ability problem fixation needs
waiting time reduction to <6 secs before the crossing and 2 seconds while crossing without
hesitation[2]. The fact being adopting the crossing distance through the short pitch of Central
Island is; greater the travel speed lower is the time travel. Lower the time travel for
pedestrian, lower is the walking distance (walkable distance) at varied flowrate (pedestrians /
15 minutes of duration). Here, the entire travel time is the sum of journey time. Continuity
and discontinuity of trip is resolved to a fractional combination of various solutions/
alternatives for short or long pitch pedestrian trip length. Pedestrian waiting time increase
due to cognitive impairment of pedestrian [3]. Also, with insufficient and improper facility,
roundabout is becoming reasonably unsafe to the vulnerable road users [4], No speech message
actuators in IOT or signs like ‘wait or walk’, control beacon/ warnings (MUTCD), pedestrian
designed speed (min/max) available for pedestrian crossability around circular island and
crossing spots. That leads to High traffic volume rush and low pedestrian manoeuvring[5].
Low serviceability or absence of crosswalk creates insecurity of refuge or Central Island.
Absence of standing platform create long waiting time [6]. A cognitively impaired pedestrian
takes 3 times more time than the normal pedestrian. These multiple reasons require a
comprehensive approach to mitigate pedestrian waiting and crossing problems at
roundabouts.
In the present study, the auxiliary stages like waiting, watching and perseverance are
likely to increase with increased distances of crossing pitch as per perception time. However,
at the same time, faster walkability need not shorten the reachable travel time but shortened
path. The shortened path is a time-dependent factor. Accidental potentiality describes in the
form of crossing of short distance but not in the form of shorter travel time. The threshold in
pedestrian trip length increases the accidental auxiliary movement related to the pedestrian
journey. It is known that shortened travel time/ crossing time at Intersection also reduces the
potential accidental threat.

2. METHODOLOGY

The alternative solutions provided are robust solutions based on the site activities done by
users while crossing. Combination of solutions in the analysis, illustrate only the best
solutions evolved from the hierarchy and ranking ultimately to achieve ‘reduction in waiting
time.’ AHP-Online software; the domain classified as ‘pedestrian facility’ at level 0. Further
in level 1 sub-domain into macro-classified as Geometrical characteristics, Psychological
characteristics, and Cognitive characteristics [7]. The training of average expert advice results
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in layer-2 formation in level 2, resultant in global weight. In level 3 of data training results in
the micro-alternatives forming a global weight layer 3. Layer 2 defines persisting defects or
lacking crossability. Layer 3 defines the extracted solutions for the lacked crossing ability.
Those alternative solutions may be efficient and economic or efficient and expensive; both
the options are available at fractional solutions. These fractional solutions are a tail end
comfort to recommend solutions optimally (as per the requirements). The fractional solutions
cluster is coded alphabetically and ranked % wise Table 1 & 2.
Waiting time is a compulsory process a pedestrian performs while crossing the width
section of the roundabout. 30 seconds are the highest waiting time at a roundabout while
starting the walking movement 10 Expert-based opinion adopts to train AHP-online software
to get expected alternatives as outputs are then further analyzed to calculate thinning factor
(Tf) that verifies existing ‘initial waiting time’ with the ‘predicted waiting time.’ The
alternatives ranked by AHP resolved into fractional solution by observatory and repeated path
tracing survey of the pedestrian[8]. It is interesting to note that there exists an analogy between
IWTobserved from the site and IWTpredicted from the chart. That helps to investigate suitable
solutions in reducing higher waiting time up to 30 sec. The researchers seek an answer for
thinning of longer waiting time which is persistent at the roundabout for pedestrian crossing.

Figure. 1 Analytical Hierarchy process (AHP) for a global weight of alternatives solutions
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3. ANALYSIS OF WAITING TIME
3.1. Ranking of pedestrian cross options by Analytical Hierarchy approach
(AHP)

The micro-level analytical hierarchical process is the first-time site-user-based approach
proposed for finding microscopic solutions at optimum workable solutions. There is no
guarantee of obtaining accurate results if there exist interface discontinuities like a zebra to
refuge crossing have discontinuity with short-pitched crossing and both have discontinuity
with the foot over bridges and the foot underpasses. All three sets of solutions are embedded
in the coded solutions significantly satisfy the existing continuity as represented in ranked
solutions in AHP. All the three-interface detected performing differently but contributes to
resolving pedestrian cross-ability. The fractional solutions maintain continuity within codes,
usually increases the quality of crossability of pedestrians and non-motorists. The execution
of training data input results into global weights to the best possible alternative available to
eradicate the severity of the risk to the life of a pedestrian.

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure. 2 Pedestrian Crossing solution /alternatives at Roundabout

3.1.1. AHP Ranking for pedestrian facilities alternatives
After suitable input feed, decision hierarchy gives a resultant alternative ranking for
improvement pattern to improve the unorganized roundabout site for the pedestrian. Fig. 2
weaves ranked alternatives further entrenched into alphabetical codes.
Table.1 Resultant Ranking by Expert Opinion (Executed in AHP-Online)
Zebra improvement (MBB)

26.6%

Circular standing facility (improved geometry)

20.9%
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Implementation Psychology Probe (traffic device)

16.7%

Guardrail for visible geometry improvement

9.4%

Refuge to the central island (safe path to cross)

5.2%

Pedestrian siren signals and foot limelight

9.3%

Foot over bridge

9.1%

Foot Under passes (in-sub-ordinate)

2.8%

Any miscellaneous

(Road motifs or cat eyes or lifts)

3.1.2. Spiderweb or concentric circle representation
In the spider web diagram (Fig.3) in concentric circles, progressively shows better results at
acceptable breached solutions to resolve pedestrian wait time in crossing through the various
interface. Coded solutions evaluate percentage favorability in terms of strategic properties as
the correlation is shown in the microscopic investigation (Table.3). Before the microscopic
evaluation of solutions, CBAI and FHI appear to be the highest and lowest performing
solutions respectively represented in Table.2 ranking/coded solutions. Coded solutions as
spider web diagram ‘I’ solution is miscellaneous like motifs or lift or cat eye inclusion for
suitable interfaces.

Figure.3 Pedestrian solution embedded in Spiderweb diagram showing Efficiency percentage
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Table 2. Coded solutions as spider web diagram ‘I’ solution is miscellaneous like motifs or lift or cat
eye inclusion for suitable interfaces
Coded solutions

Ranked solutions

ADBI
CGEI
FHI
EDGI
CBAI
FDGI
EAFI
CDGI
DHI
BCGI

1, 4, 2, I
3, 7, 5, I
6, 8, I
5, 6, 7, I
3, 2, 1, I
6, 4, 7, I
5, 1, 6, I
3, 4, 7, I
4, 8, I
2, 3, 7, I

GBDI

9, 2, 4, I

3.2. Microscopic Property checks for fractional combinations of solutions

In Table.3 The fractional combination as shown in the above Table 2 further checked in
relations of properties regarding fuzzy weights lies between 0-1. Coded solutions can further
be checked at a microscopic level performance by differentiating into properties. Higher
performance is coded fuzzy breach as 1 in the single number shown in green and gradual
performance decrement shown towards red ‘0’ (as a unit number) on the RED-GREEN scale.
Table.3 this tabulated chart will help in the determination of AHP assured working
combinations. Fuzzy weightage defines alternatives performing best, based on specific
working properties; reliability, efficiency, economy, traffic literacy, optimality, and waitingtime thinning.
Coded performance in fuzzy weights this level of accuracy is likely to be high enough for
green codes and low enough for the red code. Moderate performance noted at bright green,
orange, yellow, etc. From the microscopic investigation, reveals that ‘Traffic literacy’ is one
of the properties which makes no significant difference (contrast) if the other site design lay
is proper (in-deficient). Traffic literacy shows only one-sided learning i.e. commuters; only
some solutions contribute to this property. we compared other resultant property with ‘traffic
literacy’ found to be nearly zero as fuzzy weights, and solutions are workable in preventing
pedestrian accidents.
‘Efficiency’ is a paramount property that weighs the highest weight of ‘1’, this shows that
it has been favorable to all AHP assured working combinations. Some properties make a
significant difference in color coding and insignificant differences make ‘Efficiency’
maximizing its influence on site if implemented. These combinations are strong ‘wait time
thinner’ too.
‘Reliability’ and ‘Economy’ followed by efficiency in pedestrian performance while
crossing. CGEI and FHI are analyzed as an exception for expenses due to low fuzzy weight
contribution. Also, CGEI, FHI, FDGI, CDGI and DHI fractional combinations extracted as
non-optimal solutions. CDGI; DHI and ADBI; GBDI are the only fractional solutions that
show lowest and highest performance respectively. If the site to be perfectly workable for
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pedestrian life and property checks are not required, then the ‘Total solution= 1 to I’ all are
implementable. All the microscopic solutions follow the ‘discontinuity interfaces’ to follow
three different crossing mechanisms; to maintain the sequel of crossing and waiting for spots,
in continuity.
Table.3 Microscopic investigation of a fractional combination of solutions
AHP assured working combinations
(* miscellaneous)
Zebra (Surrogacy) + Thin Crested
MBB (26.6%); Guardrail (9.4%);
Roundabout circular standing
facility -(20.9%); *cat eyes zebra
(<2%)
Psychological probe like traffic
police or internet of things (16.7%);
Refuge standing facility (5.2%);
Pedestrian sirens and signals (all
red) & foot limelight (9.3%); *cat
eyes zebra (<2%)
Foot over bridge (9.1%); Under-pass
(pedestrian in subordinate)- (2.8%);
*Lift (<2%)
Pedestrian sirens and signals (all
red) & foot limelight (9.3%);
Guardrail (9.4%); Refuge standing
facility (5.2%); *cat eyes zebra
(<2%)
Psychological probe like traffic
police or internet of things (16.7%);
Roundabout circular standing
facility -(20.9%); Surrogacy + Thin
Crested MBB (26.6%); *cat eyes
zebra (<2%)
Foot over bridge (9.1%); Guardrail
(9.4%); Refuge standing facility
(5.2%); *cat eyes zebra (<2%)
Pedestrian sirens and signals (all
red) & foot limelight (9.3%);
Surrogacy + Thin Crested MBB
(26.6%); Foot over bridge (9.1%);
*cat eyes zebra (<2%) or lifts (<2%)

Coded
solutions

Coded Performance breach and conversion to fuzzy weight
Reliability

Efficiency

Economy

Traffic
literacy

Optimality

Wait
Time
thinning

ADBI

1.0

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.8

0.8

CGEI

0.7

1.0

0.2

1.0

0.2

0.5

FHI

1.0

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

1.0

EDGI

0.2

1.0

0.6

0.6

0.6

0.2

CBAI

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.3

0.7

0.7

FDGI

0.6

1.0

0.6

0.2

0.2

0.6

EAFI

1.0

1.0

0.6

0.0

0.6

0.8
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Psychological probe like traffic
police or internet of things (16.7%);
Guardrail (9.4%); Refuge standing
facility (5.2%); *cat eyes zebra
(<2%)
Guardrail (9.4%); Under-pass
(pedestrian in subordinate)- (2.8%);
*cat eyes zebra (<2%)
Roundabout circular standing
facility -(20.9%); Psychological
probe like traffic police or internet
of things (16.7%); Refuge standing
facility (5.2%); *cat eyes zebra
(<2%)
Refuge standing facility (5.2%);
Roundabout circular standing
facility -(20.9%); Guardrail as
visible geometric improvement
(9.4%); *cat eyes zebra (<2%)

CDGI

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.2

0.2

DHI

0.2

1.0

0.8

0.0

0.0

0.2

BCGI

1.0

1.0

0.6

0.4

0.6

0.6

GBDI

0.7

1.0

1.0

0.7

0.7

0.7

3.3. Validation on wait time thinning facility at the roundabout for pedestrian
crossing

As the above chart accuracy works up to the single pedestrian cross-ability and maximum to
any number of the crossing. Validation on microscopic investigation the following results
represented on spider web diagram. The sampled roundabout was unorganized and subject to
improve ‘wait time thinning’ such that one or all pedestrian able to cross through the
‘continuity interfaces’. After the coded breach reveals that C, D & I - is the fraction where we
cannot thin the waiting time, rest all the solution listed as shown (Fig.5) have the waiting time
thin below 6 secs. The net spider web representation gives an optimum solution that
maximizes performance is ADBI, have fuzzy weight as 0.8. The fractional solution >0.8
representatives of uneconomical solutions but maximum performance is assured (100%
pedestrian cross). Spider web overlapping, in Fig.3, Fig.4 with Fig.5 shows that FHI coded
breach appears as total overlap. FHI has fuzzy weight as 1 i.e. the overlap satisfies total
fractional solutions.
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Figure.4 Spider web representation wait time thinning out of total
solution

Figure.5 Spider web representation in fuzzy
weights

4. THINNING FACTOR (TF) CHECKS BEFORE RECOMMENDING
SOLUTIONS

Cross verification of the IWTobserved from site and IWT predicted. If the thinning factors below ‘2’
then initial waiting time found relatively low represented with the formula,
The chart in Fig.6 defines the severity of crossing problems and pedestrian life. Before
recommending the solutions, a simpler check for Thinning factors in Fig.6 has investigated.
Unorganized roundabout first undergoes Tf check. Thus, it becomes easier for researchers to
find suitable solutions from the chart for the investigating site, such as it optimizes and
improve the performance level of pedestrian.


Tf = 

Eq. (1)

Associated walk through crossing continuity under fractional solution will have initial
checks to bring thinning factor 0.83 to 0.33 i.e. 5 secs of reduced waiting time as a resultant











using the waiting factor (Wf) scale                             .
Here, all abscissa reduces to a consolidated value of x=5 secs for any increase in Initial
waiting time. So that <6 sec of reduction in IWT turns unorganized roundabout to the
organized site for pedestrian crossing.
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Figure.6 Regression analysis for Thinning factor

5. RESULTS

The user survey reveals that the checks on the required solutions be Wt = (2.5* (Wf)*(Tf) = 5
secs always a priority before recommending the fractional solution. If the wait time is severe
& is high i.e. Tf >2 then recommended solutions as in spider web diagram should be
precisely selected as per various microscopic properties on the red-green scale (Ref. Table.3).
For reduced time to 5 secs equations satisfies; thinning factor = - 0.0526(IWT) + 0.8078 @
coefficient of determination 0.9414 quite reliable for fuzzy nature of pedestrian cross-ability.
High fuzzy weighed solutions ‘1’ uneconomical but recommended to high budget and
pedestrian-rich sites. Weightage of ‘0.8’ seems a most commendable solution for accidental
rich sites (Fig.2) of a pedestrian crossing. The ideal solution that maximizes waiting time
performance is ADBI satisfying all the properties. Other solutions are also implementable as
per the site improvement strategies.

ABBREVIATIONS

MBB= Multiple bump barriers (thin crested)
Wf = Waiting factor
IWT=Initial waiting time from crossing continuity
Tf = Thinning factor for initiation of crossing continuity
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